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The Honorable Patricia Zoberts Harris 
"he Secretary 0: :ealt$, Educaticn, and 

77 t‘elfare fiG? 25 0 cisg;-,b 

MARCH 13, ‘I980 

Dear Yrs. i-iarris: 
"_, ,"I 

Subject: i Unreliability cf the American ,Yealth 
5Jlanning Associaticn's Savings Estimate for 
the Eealth Planning Progran ~(EXF-30-49j _ __". _- :;c 

-,ri e. 

Tq earlv 1979 the American iiealth Planning Association, Di&YP/'f - . . 
a national organization representing areawide and State health 
planning agencies established under the :!ational ,Yealth Plan- 
ning and P.e.sodrces De~JelopEent Act of 1974, completed a survey 
of the impact of the health planning program. The Association 
repcrted that planning agencies had disapproved or discouraged 
proposed capital investmen t projects totaling $3.4 billion 
be tw ee :: August 1976 and August 1573. It also estimated that 
planning agencies had saved the health care system at least 
SE; for every $1 spent on health planning. About $2.2 billion 
cf the $3.4 billion related to data developed from responses 
to a questionnaire that the Association sent to health systems 
agencies (HSks) and State health pianning and development 
agencies (state agL., fi-ties) throughout the United States. The 
other $1.2 billion related to data shown in a consultant's 
study of the Los Angeles County area. The Association furti-,er 
eszimated that disapproval of these projects would save at 
least another SlC billion in related operating costs during 
the 1980s. 

As part of our current study of the implementation of 
the health planning act, we found that data supporting the 
Association's $3.4 billion total savings estimate were un- 
reliable and, therefore, not an accurate measure of the 
health planning program's impact. Specifically, of the 
$2.2 billion related to HSA and State agency reviews of 
proposed projects, $1 billion could not be supported from 
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gcwerning board took final action, The $3.4 billion esti- 
mated savings cansisted af about $2.2 billion in official 
disapprovals and about $1.2 billion in unofficial dis- 
approvals. 

The information in the Association's February 1979 
report was supplied to Members of Congress and used by both 
the Association and HEW during congressional hearings. 
Although the Association's report described the difficulty 
of accurately documenting health planning impact using a 
questiannaire surveyl Association officials testified before 
the Congress in March 1979 that, using conservative estimates, 
health planning agencies saved $8 in unnecessary ;;Ei;;l,An-m 
vestment for every $1 spent on health planning. 
$1 savings-to-investment ratio was based on official dis- 
approvals. At the same hearings, HEW afficials testified 
that the Association's survey was tangible evidence of the 
impact of these agencies. 

THE ASSOCIATION'S ESTIMATED 
SAVINGS ARE UNRELIABLE 

The data supporting the Association's $3.4 billion savings 
estimate were unreliable because: 

--The questionnaire responses from HSAs did not support 
a conclusion that their actions had actually prevented 
an unnecessary capital investment of $1 billion in 
health care facilities. 

--The questionnaire was not properly developed, making 
$1.2 billion of the savings estimate questionable. 

--The estimated $1.2 billion savings for Los Angeles 
County was based on unreliable data from a consult- 
ant's study, which were inconsistent with other survey 
data used by the Association in computing its savings 
estimate. 

Questionnaire responses 
do not support savings . 

In summarizing questionnaire responses, the Association 
included $1 billion in estimated savings for projects for 
which the data did not support a conclusion that the planning 
agencies had prevented an unneeded capital investment in the 
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health care system. .lJ Our estimate is based on review of 
a statistical sample of all E-ISA questionnaire responses 
received by the Association. We reviewed 56 responses, 
involving 534 project proposals included in the savings 
estimate. For 194 of the 534 project proposals, the ques-m 
tionnaire data did not support a conclusion that savings 
had actually been realized for one or more of the reasons 
discussed below. 

--State agency decision: Under State Certificate-of- 
Need programs and section 1122 agreements with HEW, 
State agencies make final approval or disapproval 
decisions on proposed projects after considering 
HSA recommendations, although HEW can overrule the 
State agency decision under the section 1122 program. 
Included in our sample were 90 projects for which the 
Association reported savings even though (1) the State 
agency disagreed with the HSA's recommendation and ap- 
proved the project (35 instances), (2) the State agency 
decision was pending (23 instances), or (3) the HSA did 
not record the State agency decision (32 instances). 
Without State agency disapproval, we do not believe 
the Association should have included these proposed 
projects in the savings estimate. 

--Qualifying comments: Our sample also included 
76 projects for which the HSA questionnaire response 
indicated savings may not have occurred or were not 
attributable to HSA and State agency actions. For 
example, the Association included (1) disapproved or 
withdrawn projects that had already been resubmitted, 
were expected to be resubmitted, or had been built 

IL/Based on our statistical sample, we estimate, with 
95-percent confidence, that the Association's estimated 
savings of $2.2 billion developed from data included in 
responses to a questionnaire sent to HSAs and State agen- 
cies (which excludes the study covering Los Angeles County) 
includes $994,784,000, .plus or minus $84,687,000, for which 
the Association's data do not support a claim of savings. 
Although we found transcription errors in computing total 
savings from individual responses, these errors do not 
materially affect the unsupported savings. See enclosure I 
for a description of the statistical sampling methodology 
used in our analysis. 
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despite the disapproval, (2) projects withdrawn because 
of factors other than health planning, such as in- 
abil.ity to obtain project financing, (3) projects that 
were deemed needed or were approved, and (4) projects 
that were not appropriately classified as a new invest- 
ment in the health care system. 

--Multiple submittals: Our sample also included 42 proj- 
zs for which the-Association had failed to identify 
and remove from the savings estimate instances where- 
the same proposal had been submitted more than once. . 
They had either been (1) initially disapproved but 
later approved by the HSA or (2) disapproved on suc- 
cessive occasions by the HSA. For the latter group, 
the Association counted each disapproval separately 
in the savings estimate. 

Deficiencies in the questionnaire -- 

There were several deficiencies in how the Association's 
questionnaire was developed --the transmittal letter contained 
statements that would tend to bias respondents; the question- 
naire was not pretested; and most important, the question- 
naire did not request sufficient data for the Association to 
conclude when a savings resulted from the health planning 
agencies' efforts. Consequently, we believe the remaining 
$1.2 billion of the estimated savings developed from the 
questionnaire is also unreliable. 

The Association biased the questionnaire by emphasizing 
in its transmittal letter the need for cost savings data to 
secure adequate congressional appropriations. The letter 
stated: 

'* * * The information pertaining to 'cost 
savings' is most urgently needed in order to 
improve our chances for securing adequate appro- 
priations in fiscal years 1979 and 1980. I must 
add that our prospects for adequate appropria- 
tions are not very bright at this moment. * * *rr 

In our opinion, this statement would tend to influence 
health planning agencies to include questionable savings. 
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The Association did not pretest its questionnaire, even 
though this is standard procedure. According to Association 
officials, there was not enough time for pretesting because 
of imminent program reauthorization hearings. In a pretest, 
a draft questionnaire is given to a sample of potential re- 
spondents. After individually monitoring its completion, the 
questionnaire is discussed thoroughly with each respondent 
to determine any difficulties encountered and identify any 
ambiguous or biased questions. Any problems are corrected 
before final issuance of the questionnaire. This procedure 
provides greater assurance that respondents will understand 
the questions and provide useful data. Pretesting would have 
given the Association an opportunity to identify and correct 
many of the problems we found. 

The Association's questionnaire did not request suffi- 
cient information to conclude that the health planning pro- 
gram prevented an unneeded capital investment that resulted 
in a savings, nor did it define what was to be considered as 
a savings. Instead, it requested the planning agencies to 
provide information on all proposed project review activities. 
The information requested was not sufficient to determine 
whether actual savings had resulted. For example, the ques- 
tionnaire did not ask planning agencies (1) whether or not 
the project was needed, (2) whether the health planning pro- 
gram was responsible for the disapproval or withdrawal, or 
(3) whether the disapproval or withdrawal represented the 
final action on the project. As shown by our analysis of a 
sample of projects, applicants may be revising project plans 
for future submission, and other factors (such as lack of 
financing) may have discouraged the capital investment. 
(See p. 5.) 

In January 1979 the Association again surveyed health 
planning agencies to obtain project review information. The 
results of this survey may also be questionable because its 
questionnaire had many of the same deficiencies as the earlier 
one. 

To help improve the questionnaire, we have offered to 
provide technical assistance to the Association so that 
future surveys will have greater reliability. 
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Study of activities 
in Los Angeles County 

Because HEW terminated the HSA for Los Angeles County 
before it began to review proposals for new institutional 
health services, the Association did not have data for that 
area. However, the Association used data from a study pre- 
pared by a consultant under contract to the HSA. These data 
should not have been included in the savings estimate, be- 
cause they were unreliable and inconsistent with other data 
the Association used. 

Under the California program, certain proposed projects 
for replacing or remodeling existing facilities may be granted 
an exemption from the Certificate-of-Need review and approval 
process. For projects where an exemption is denied, the 
applicant must follow the normal Certificate-of-Need review 
and approval process before proceeding with the project. 

The Association's savings estimate included $1.2 billion 
which, according to the consultant's study, represented the 
total estimated cost of projects denied an exemption from 
the California Certificate-of-Need program. We believe that 
including these data in the savings estimate is inappropriate, 
because the projects are still subject to the Certificate-of- 
Need review and approval process. 

The consultant told us that the Association should not 
have included the savings associated with the denials of 
exemptions because the data in the study had not been verified 
and were unreliable. According to the consultant, proposals 
denied an exemption should not be considered savings unless 
they are followed to their final outcome. He added that, had 
he been contacted, he would have discouraged the Association 
from using these data. 

Data published in June 1978 by the California Department 
of Health also demonstrated that the consultant's data were 
unreliable. For approximately the same period for which 
the consultant had rep0rte.d denials of exemptions totaling 
$1.2 billion for the Los Angeles County area, the State agency 
had reported denials totaling only about $650 million for all 
of California-- including Los Angeles County. 
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ESTIMATED OPERATING COST --- 
SAVINGS ARE UNRELIABLE - 

The Association reported that at least $10 billion in 
operating costs would be saved during the 1980s as a result 
of the savings in capital investments. Because most survey 
respondents did not provide useful operating cost data, the 
Association computed savings using a ratio of $3 of operat- 
ing cost savings for every $1 of capital investment saved. 
However, because the Association's capital cost savings 
estimate is unreliable, the Association's estimate of 
operating costs savings is also unreliable. 

ASSOCIATION COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

The Association's comments on our report (see enc. II) 
do not provide information that would change our conclusion 
that its $3.4 billion claimed savings estimate is unreliable 
and should not be used as a measure of the impact of health 
planning agencies. Throughout its comments, the Association 
presented issues that were outside the scope of our audit, 
which was to assess the reliability of the Association's 
$3.4 billion savings estimate. We addressed these comments 
to the extent they relate to the development or reliability 
of the savings estimate. 

The Association is concerned that our report "risks a 
serious distortion" of the health planning program, because 
it deals too negatively with a small portion of the large 
and complicated question of the nature and effect of the 
health planning program. Our report clearly states that it 
should not be interpreted as meaning that the health planning 
program has not successfully prevented unneeded investment 
in the health care system. In our opinion, it only rectifies 
the distortions concerning the savings estimate, which were 
introduced by the Association in its survey report and during 
its congressional testimony. 

Our detailed evaluation is organized to correspond with 
the numbered captions in the Association's comments. 



I. THE SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

In this section of its comments, the Association: 

--Denied that its survey transmittal letter was biased. 

--Suggested that the lack of a pretest did not adversely 
affect the survey instrument. 

--Indicated that it did assess whether specific projects 
were needed. 

Survey transmittal letter 

We want to emphasize that our report does not assert 
that the Association was biased in its study--only that its 
survey transmittal letter contained comments that would tend 
to bias the questionnaire respondents. The paragraph quoted 
in our report states: 

'* * * The information pertaining to 'cost 
savings' is most urgently needed in order to 
improve our chances for securing adequate 
appropriations in fiscal years 1979 and 1980. 
I must add that our prospects for adequate 
appropriations are not very bright at this 
moment. * * *' 

In our opinion, this was too strong to be overcome by the 
statements also included in the transmittal letter which were 
referred to in the Association's comments: 

"It is important to emphasize two other points 
regarding the data needed. First, we are 
interested in the whole picture of health 
planning-- the problems and impediments as well 
as the successes and accomplishments. Second, 
the data reported must be as 'hard' as possible, 
and we must be able, in our analysis, to dis- 
tinguish between solid facts and estimates or 
impressions that are not part of the written 
record and/or derived from expert testimony. 
* * *'I 
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As a practical matter, we believe the statements referred 
to by the Association might put respondents more at ease in 
submitting soft as well as hard data, because the Association 
suggests it will analyze the data to pull out hard facts from 
estimates or impressions. Our work suggests strongly that 
the Association did not carry through on its promise to con- 
duct a thorough analysis of the data submitted. 

Also, the Association's argument that it included the 
first quoted paragraph merely to get attention is not very 
persuasive, since the paragraph appears in the middle of the 
second page of the three-page transmittal letter. 

Pretesting the survey instrument - 

The Association commented that the lack of pretesting 
the survey questionnaire was not important because (1) it was 
developed by reputable researchers and suggested modifications 
were solicited and received from many knowledgeable persons, 
including members of HSA staff and staff of the Bureau of 
Health Planning, and (2) few changes had to be made to the 
followup questionnaire. 

Regardless of who developed the survey instrument and 
provided comments, the facts remain that the survey instrument 
did not: 

--Define what was to be considered savings. 

--Request sufficient information to conclude that a 
savings resulted from preventing unneeded capital 
investment. 

Our report suggests that the Association could have 
obtained a better savings estimate if it had asked planning 
agencies whether: 

--A project was needed. 

--The health planning program was responsible for the 
disapproval or withdrawal. 

--The disapproval or withdrawal represented the final 
action on the project. 
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The HSAs we visited could provide the data referred to above. 
They generally had excellent documentation (applications, 
staff summaries of the project application, subarea council 
discussions and recommendations, and executive committee and 
board minutes) regarding their review of specific projects. 

The Association's argument that the few changes required 
for the followup questionnaire validated the original ques- 
tionnaire is not persuasive, since the followup question- 
naire contained many of the same problems (referred to above) 
as the first. 

Assessing whether projects were needed -I 

The Association stated that its questionnaire did ask 
whether a project was consistent with the health systems 
plan and that this was the best available proxy for deter- 
mining the need for a project. This may be an acceptable 
proxy if health systems plans were specific about health 
service area needs. However, our current review indicates 
that health systems plans generally lack such specificity. 
Interestingly, the Association did not consider the HSA 
responses to the question of consistency with the health 
plan in computing its estimated savings. 

We believe that obtaining the health planning agencies' 
judgments on the need for specific projects is the best 
evidence of need, 

XI. THE VALIDITY OF THE NUMBERS -- 

The Association made several comments regarding our 
conclusion that $1.0 billion of the $2.2 billion savings 
estimate was not supportable. 

Data on State aqency actions 
are not necessary -- 

The Association does not agree with our conclusion 
that HSA disapprovals should not be counted as savings 
until the State agency's action is known. Also, the Asso- 
ciation suggested that State agency actions are usually 
consistent with HSA recommendations. 
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BOt,h t-tie Certificate-of-Need and section 1.i2.2 project. 
review programs provide for final. decisions to be made by 
the State agency after receipt of HSA recommendations. 14 e 
believe ~ecogr~ition of State agency action is necessary before 
incl.irdiny projects in the savings estimate. The Association"s 
ccnngressi~'>nal testimony and report imply that State agency 
decisions were used in computing its savings estimate. In 
fact, only three State agency responses were used by the 
Associatiarl in computing its savings estimate. ALSO, ever1 
though the HSA questionnaire form indicated State agency 
derisions r the Association chose not to use this information, 
We bel.ieve that the Association should have made it clear irr 
its February 1979 survey report and congressional testimony 
that its savings estimate was based on HSA actions anly. 

In its comments, the Association contended that it 
"sought to identify, and quantify as accurately as possible, 
what the planning agencies were doing." The use of the term 
"planning agencies" again seems to imply that State agency 
decisions were considered. 

The Assoc:i,ati,on's contention that. State agency actions 
are usual.ly consistent with HSA recommendations is well taken 
and cou9.d he accurate. However, its claim that mast State 
agency r"eversaJ.s are overturns of HSA-recommended approvals 
was not supported by our analysis. Data we developed from 
our sample indicated 34 instances where the State agency dis- 
agreed with the E-ISA disapproval recommendations and approved 
the project q. There were 16 instances where the State agency 
overturned &~k WSA recommendation of approval.. 

Withdraw&s arrd mu2 tipae submissions -__.-_"_(--*.__".- .,._" .-_* .I .ll.l,lll _.. --..- --~-l"--_-l_-l"l-~ 

The AssucLation stated that incl.udirlg mu.l.tipl.e submis- 
sions of t.he same project in the estimated savings was not 
serious. We disagree. For example, one applicant sub-m 
mitted three proposals to construct an extended care facil- 
ity* The HSA and State agency disapproved the first and 
second proposals --~-at about $3.6 mi.llion and $2.7 miLlion, 
r e s p e c t j, ve J,. y smmyI .,I#,/, and approved the third proposal for about 
$2 'I 0 mi1Lion * The Association included $6.3 million in 
ihs sacYinqs est:imt.e-- the estimated costs of the first and 
second propr::,sai.s a We believe that the Associaticrn should 
II awe i n c ii i.;lded on .1~ y $ 1. u 6 m i 1. 1 ion -the difference between t.?~e 
cost of the 1,argest proposal, and the cost of the proposa.2 
final..1,y approved 1 



'L"he Association's comments indicate a misinterpretation 
t-#F. OI.X~ report regarding withdrawals. We did not question 
~I:'~~.I~ii.>tinq withdrawals as savings unless the project had been 
l:i-ir:;:ubmitted or when HSA qualifying comments indicated a 
:":<tv.ings may not have occurred, such as when it was indicated 
IIlat the applicant planned to resubmit the project. 

'The Association's comment that it counted withdrawals 
'!i!li"~:;; I: frequently" as unofficial savings rather than official 
Br:rvj.ngs illustrates, in our opinion, the lack of precision 
irl compiling the savings estimate. 

CM1 failed to consider all savinqs ".l- -~ 

The Association stated that, if it were wrong in every 
( ,,' ;i $"?i p the total savings would not be affected sisnificantly 
:::~d';hat any errors would be counterbalanced by savinqs we 
~1:i.d not cons ider . All savings included in the Association's 
:53.4 billion estimate were considered in our review. Whether 
~~nreported savinqs, 
::i:oject approvals, 

undocumented savings resulting from 
or moratoriums placed by planninq agencies 

(..~YI new hospital bed construction would counterbalance the 
l::'rrors we found in the savings estimate, as suggested by the ..,. 
I;, s s 0 c i a t ion , is a matter of speculation. 

,&:!;scrciation did not extrapolate ..;. ." _*-- .."._~_ 
rts II. -.-I-. flndings to the entire country 

The Association stated that we failed to recognize that 
:%t:s savings estimate was not, as it could have been, extra- 
pf:,l.ated to cover the entire country and indicated that the 
ziavings estimate is, therefore, understated nationally. 
I':'nnsidering the unreliability of its savings estimate, we 
k'!cl..ieve that the Association used good judgment in not extra- 
I">c.,l.atin<g the savings nationwide. 

1 %I * LOS ANGELES 

The Association stated that Los Angeles is a special 
c:; zi $j Cl. II, We agree. The Association's comments CJO on to say 
i::: k T1 ,tn y because the claimed savings were so larqe ($1.2 bil- 
.I :i..i)YY ) r it believed they should have been included in the 
~~,s~~oci.ation's survey report. We disagree. We believe the 
;~:;;:ize of the estimated savings made it more important that the 
&Eisociation establish the validity of the savings estimate. 
'1"'h.i.s was not done. 
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The $1.2 billion savings estimate for Los Angeles County 
results from disapprovals of Certificates-of-Exemption, not 
disapprovals of Certificates-of-Need, which, along with 
section 1122 project review disapprovals, are the basis for 
the remainder of the $3.4 billion savings estimate. The 
Certificate-of-Exemption process in California allows a 
medical facility project to be undertaken (without obtaining 
a Certificate-of-Need) as long as it does not increase the 
size of the facility or expand the services offered. The 
consequences of having a Certificate-of-Exemption disapproved 
basically puts a proposed project in the same position as 
those projects not eligible for a Certificate-of-Exemption: 
that is, it must go through the normal Certificate-of-Need 
process, 

The Association attached to its comments a letter from 
a California State agency official. This official attested 
to the unreliability of the consultant's study and commented 
that apparently only a few projects denied a Certificate-of- 
Exemption were later submitted under the Certificate-of-Need 
process. We contacted the State agency official and he told 
us that this comment was based on opinions of other State 
agency officials and not on any formal analysis or study of 
Certificate-of-Exemption denials. 

The State agency official also commented in the letter 
that projects denied a Certificate-of-Exemption should be 
counted as savings, because a project that does not proceed 
after denial is saving money. We believe, however, that the 
relationship between savings and Certificate-of-Exemption 
denials is not that clear cut. To determine that a proposal 
denied a Certificate-of-Exemption was not submitted for 
a Certificate-of-Need is difficult. For example, a proposal 
denied a Certificate-of-Exemption as project "XYZ" may have 
been revised and submitted under the Certificate-of-Need 
process as project "XYA," thereby eliminating part or all of 
the savings resulting from the denial of the Certificate-of- 
Exemntion. In addition, lack of submission into the 
Certificate-of-Need process could mean that the proposal 
submitted for a Certificate-of-Exemption was not serious 
to begin with. Finally, projects denied Certificates-of- 
Exemption may be submitted into the Certificate-of-Need 
process in the future. 

Although there are undoubtedly savings resulting from 
denials of Certificates-of-Exemption, the denial, in itself, 
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is not sufficient evidence to justify including it in a 
savings estimate. In our opinion, Certificates-of-Exemption 
should be analyzed on a case-by-case basis, including verifi- 
cation from the applicant that the project had not been 
revised and submitted for a Certificate-of-Need and will not 
be submitted. 

Of greater importance, however, is the fact that the 
Association failed to adequately disclose what the Los Angeles 
County data represented. The Association's report did not 
define Certificate-of-Exemption, and neither the Association's 
testimony nor its survey report specified that the $1.2 bil- 
lion represented Certificate-of-Exemption disapprovals. 
Ironically, the consultant's report did contain Certificate- 
of-Need data for Los Angeles County totaling about $8 million. 
Nevertheless, the Association chose to include a combined 
total of Certificate-of-Need disapprovals and Certificate-of- 
Exemption denials of $1.2 billion. 

IV. ADDITIONAL DATA SUPPORTING 
THE ASSOCIATION'S CONCLUSION 

In this section, the Association attempted to verify or 
substantiate its reported savings estimate by referring to 
other studies and efforts. The Association referred pri- 
marily to its second survey and an HEW report on State agency 
actions on capital expenditure proposals. 

Although we have not examined the Association's second 
survey data or HEW's report in detail, we would make the 
following observations: 

--As mentioned earlier, our review of the Association's 
second survey questionnaire instrument showed that it 
had many of the same problems as the first. 

--The HEW study focused on project approvals and did 
not make savings estimates. 

We do not believe that the reference to these studies 
is relevant for substantiating the Association's S3.4 billion 
savings estimate. 
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V. OTHER MAJOR SHORTCOMINGS IN THE GAO REPORT ---_m 

In this section of its comments, the Association: 

--Commented on several items outside the scope 
of our work. 

--Questioned our sampling methodology. 

Items outside our scope of work __-- -- 

The Association stated that in performing our study we 
neglected the most important dimensions of its survey. It 
claimed that our audit overlooked, among other things, (1) the 
aggregate size of the project review actions of planning agen- 
cies, (2) the nature and size of project approvals, (3) the 
differentiation between renovations and new construction, and 
(4) actions on requests for new beds. 

Again, we wish to emphasize that we examined only the 
validity of the Association's $3.4 billion savings estimate. 
If the items the Association said we neglected were so im- 
portant, we wonder why it also failed to address them in its 
congressional testimony. 

Sampling methodoloqy 

The Association claims there are several shortcomings 
in our sampling methodology: 

--The sample was not representative of all projects 
reviewed by HSAs or of HSAs nationwide. 

--It was assumed that "disputed savings" would be 
correlated wit.h “claimed savings." 

--The distribution of the data was such that there 
is a danger of obtaining biased results. 

The Association is correct in its observation that we 
did not sample all HSA-reviewed projects and that our sample 
was not representative of 'HSAs nationwide. However, because 
our sample was never intended to accomplish these objectives, 
it is difficult for us to view them as shortcomings. Simply 
stated, our sample of projects was drawn to test the validity 
of the Association's $3.4 billion savings estimate, which it 
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We are providing copies of this report to the Associa- 
tion; the Director, Office of Management and Budget: and the 
Chairmen of various interested congressional committees and 
subcommittees. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosures - 2 





~NCLOSUKE I ENCLOSURE I 

STATISTICAL SAMPLING METHODOLOGY --.----.---. _ _---~.--___- 

We obtained from the Association a list of the 166 HSAs 
respondiny to its survey questionnaire with their respective 
savings estimate totals compiled by Association staff. We 
ranked the HSAs by total savings estimated and then stratified 
the universe into three groups based on these amounts. The 
table below shows the strata selected, universe size (number 
of HSAs), and sample size. 

Strata (savings) Universe Sample -~ - 

Over $100 million 2 2 
$20 - $100 million 29 15 
Under $20 million 135 39 

We analyzed each of the two HSAs estimating over 
$100 million in savings. The selection of sampled HSAs in 
the second and third strata was done by random numbers table. 
The HSAs sampled had a total savings estimate of $955 million 
(44 percent) of the universe total of $2.2 billion. 

Our analyses of the sampled HSA questionnaire responses 
showed that the Association had included $502 million in its 
savings estimate that was not supported by data in the ques- 
tionnaire response. 

Using appropriate stratified cluster sample formulas, we 
computed $994,784,000 in disputed savings with an associated 
sampling error of $84,687,000 at the 95-percent confidence 
level. 



AMERlCAN HEALTH PLANNING ASSOCIATION 

December 21. 1979 

Yr. (;rrgory J. Ahnrt 
Ilire>rtor, Human Resourtrs D:vls~on 
llri~trd States General At-counting Office 
Roam 6864 
441 G Street., N.W. 
Washington, U.C. 20548 

Drar Mr. Ahart: 

This responds to your request for our review and comment on your 
r!ratt report of the GAO audit of our survey of the health planning 
ngrrlclrs I appreclatr your having a!lowed us. the time to develop a 
flJ 11 E-ZSpOIlSE-. 

The GAO draft report concludes that the $3.4 billion In disapproved 
cjr rllsrouraged proposed capital investments (thereby saving $8 for every 
$1 spent on health planning), which the AHPA reported from its survey of 
the planning agencies, “was unreliable and therefore may not be an 
accurate measure of the health planning program’s impact.” Our analysis 
:)f the GAO conclusions and of the audit on which they are based leads 
us to concludr that most of the GAO allegations are not supportable. 

Certainly, in dn effort as complex as trying to measure the impact 
ol hedlth pldrming agencies, there is room for serious disagreement as 
to the conclusrons -- disagreements based on differences ln methods, 
Jpproac-h-s, assumptions, and interpretations. But if such disagreements 
arr to highlight the issues rather than confuse and cloud them, the 
bases of all lsnes of argument must be explicit, clear, and defensible. 
Unfortunately, the GAO’s draft report does not satisfy those criteria. 
In particular, a large proportion of the differences in any estimates of 
“savings” which thoughtful observers would reach concerning this program 
~111 depend mostly on differences in methods, approaches, and assumptions. 
in its survey report, AHPA was forthright about what it was counting and 
the rationale for that approach. The GAO, in its review, does not make its 
approach ~qnally as evident. Through extensive discussions with 
your staff, b-e have learned what methodological approaches the GAO 
report is based on. Wp urge you to make that information explicit in 
the rrpcjrt ~tsrl f-. 

Rrfor-c commenting on speri f 1c problems in your audit, I want to note 
my ,dppreciation for your staff-Is offrr to help us improve our survey instrument 
so thdt the GAO mlqht. be sdtisf ted with future reports of our data. I have already 
iold your staff that we act-ppt th’at offer and look forward to uorking together 
III the future. 

10th Annual Merc~ng->t. Francis Hotel-San Frdncisco. CA---June 2-4. 1’XKl 
1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. . Suite 700 l Wnshington. D.C. 20009 l 12021232-6390 
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We organize our reactions to the GAO ~lrdft rizport in t-he following 
way: E’irst we examine the GAO’s concerns over the reliability of our 
survey instrument. If the GAO concerns ahorb!. the reliability of the 
instrument had real merit. then our res:rlts would be thrown rnto question. 
Upon consideration, we find that the MO’s concerns are without merit. 

The second part of our response deals ui th the valiciity of olur 
numbers. As a general rule, we find that our numbers are, to the extent 
they are in error, on the low side of the Iedger-. That is, the AWPA 
numbers are probably understatements of rr,iiity; and our errors in that .-...... - --..-- 
direction were by design. The 811 “savi rigs rati 0” is d particularly Low 
estimate of the agencies’ impact. We also challenge the GAO report’s 
view of how one should count “savings” attributable to health planning. 

The third section deals with the l.~>s l’\ngeles data. We were not arid 
are not satisfied with the adequacy of’ that ~iata. The GAO critique of 
the data is also uneven. The Cal i for-nia SHPUA hds home pertinent comments 
to offer on the subject, mostly HI support. of OLIL conclusions, and we quote them. 

In the f-ourtb section we look at other, mare rerml t.y acquire 
data -- some collected by AHPA, others by HEW. Ry comparing our original 
survey data wJ.th similar data ct~liertrd by others, we can and do find 
current, external indications :hat our survey findings were in the right 
vicinity and direction. 

FJfth, WC discuss a variet.y of crrt IYIS~S of the GAO report, 
particularly GAO shortcomvngs not already tltscussed !n the first four 
sections. In particular, we c~ocim~gnt on the CAO”s narrow visj0n of the 
issues in question. We find that t-he visioil is SC constricted that it: 

: ; missed more than it in,. i~~rleci 
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J. THE SURVEY INSTNMEN'I 

The GAO report suggests thdt at least $1.2 hl Ilion of‘ the cc~untcd 
“SC3ViflgS” are unreliable because “of draficiencies 1n the questionnaire 
rleve Iopment process, ” The GAO charges: (1) thnt our transmittal lett.er 
“contained statemeots that would tend to bias respondents;” (2) that 
the questionnaire Was not pretested; and (3) that it requested lnsdfficient 
data to determine when an agency’s action actually resulted in “savings.” 
The first two points are discussed in this section, arctf the third point is 
discussed in secti.on two. 

On the matter of “bias,” the 4ud1.t report. quotes :WG sentences from 
the AHPA transmittal. letter: 

The information pertaining to “cost s,~v~rrgs” IS most 
urgently needed in order to improve our chancths fur 
securing adequate approprlatlons 111 fiscal years 1919 
and 1980. I !Harry Cain1 must add that. our prospects 
for adequate appropriations are not very bright at 
this moment.. 

The CA0 then asserts (psge 0). “In slur oplnlon, this stAtemerIt would tend 
to inf lurnce health planniilg dgencies tu !riclutie ~j’jfst lonahle sdvlrigs .I’ 

k’e would point out that the ptannlng dgencles dre continually barraged 
by survey requests from al I s odes, and our dim was to g?t their attention, 
to let them know w& this survey was no idlr exerci se. ‘The high i.rsponse 
rate we got indicates that our survey rffect.lvely competed for thr agencies’ 
attcntlon. 

objectivity. Let us cluctr another three sc,ntrn:.es from th? sdrne trarismittal .._ _ _ - 
letter: .--- 

It is important to emphasize two other points regarding 
the data needed. First. we are interested in the r+,holc 
picture of health planning -- the prob1~ms dnd lmpedlmerits 

.IS .a I1 45 rhr .su;( rsse.4 dnd C~(.l.on~p 1 i :;hment s Srcciriri ~ 
the slata reported must be JS “hard” 6s p:Jsslhl~~, .ir:d ‘WC’ 
must he able, 111 6tir an,jlysls, to l!ist Irlgul ,5-h t~tztneeil 
solrd facts and esclmates or lmprusslons tti:it jr? !lot pdrt 
of the wrl tten record and/or lIerived from rxp~rt. t.est.~o~uny~ 
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The GAO complaint about th? aI leged lac-k of pretesting during the 
quest ionna~ re development 1s not substantial given both the way the 
quest i c,nna 1 X-P was developed and its subsequent record. Though AHPA did 
develop the form with great speed (approximately one week), we had the 
extensive participation of very reputable survey resedrchers, and we SOllCited 

and received suggested modifications from many knowledgeable people 
(including members of HSA staff who were to complete the qurstlonnaires 
as well .as staff of the Bureau of Health Planning). .The resulting survey 
Instrument was one that had been examined by researchers, practicians, and 
the target. audience for the cluestlonnaire. In addition, the AHPA staff 
subsequently talked by phone with most of the respondents to ensure that the 
survey questions were clearly understood and uniformly interpreted. 

The level and quality of- the data we did receive dnd the very few 
changes that were necessary before the survey instrument was used for the 
second time, suggest that the GAO’s criticism is not significant. Though 
we would have preferred to have had more time to formally pretest, WP 
remain pleased by the adequacy of our “crash effort”. The GAO report 
(page 9) asserts: “Pretesting would have given the Association an 
opportunity to identify and correct many of the problems we found.” It is 
clear to us that few, if any, of the methodological disagreements between 
the AHPA and the GAO could have been resolved by a pretest. 
[Incidentally, the GAO report complains (page 10) that “the questionnaire 
did not ask planning agencies (1) whether the project was needed.” Our 
questionnaire did ask, for every project, whether the HSA action on the 
project was “consistent with (the) HSP/AIP: yes, no, or KA.” That seems 
to us to be the best available proxy for the elusive question of need.] 

/Two significant probiems with the survey effort were not even referred 
to In the GAO report. They are: (1) many of the agencies did not have 
internal data collection and retrieval systems which would have facilitated 
responding (though most have corrected that and can now respond more 
easily) ; and (2) staff turnover in the agencies created problems in their 
“institutional memory” as to what had happened one to two years earlier.] 

II. THE VALIDITY OF THE NUMBERS. _--_.--.. 

The GAO report dismisses $1.0 billion on the grounds of our having 
counted the wrong things. A large part of the GAO argument rests on the 
fact that our survey relied mostly OR HSA actions, and the GAO charge that 
“HSA disapprovals” should not be counted as “savings” until the SHPDA is known 
to have upheld the HSA action. We do not agree. 

If the GAO alidit insists on counting only SHPDA actions as final, then 
consistency of methodology would require that SHPDA overturns of HSA approvals 
must be counted as well as overturns of disapprovals. We can, on the basis 
of our data (supported by many SHPDA reports), demonstrate that less than 
5% of HSA actions are overturned by SHPDAs, and most of those are SHPDA 
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overturns of HSA Approvals. Hence, our data on that score, by mostly c-ounting .-. -. ._ ..-- ..-- --. 
only ii’$A ;ct ions are underestimates of “final” disapprovals. . _-- ..__-__...- -..-.. 

The GAO report asserts that our instrument did not seek sufficient data 
“to determine whether actual savings had resulted.” Apparently the GAO would 
admi.t “actual savings” only in the case of a SHPDA denied project that was 
never subsequently acted on, the funds for which were available at the time of 
application and were not thereafter invested in some other part of the health 
care system. We are quick to admit that we did not seek to track the project 
proposals to their ultimate destinies. We sough=0 identify, and quantify 
as accurately as possible, what the planning agencies were doing. Long term 
research questions about ultimate effects are interesting, worthwhile targets. 
Perhaps, with the baseline data we have provided, some researchers will find 
the time and resources to go further. We hope so. 

One thing we did do, which the GAO report scarcely acknowledges, is to 
separate “official” actions from “unofficial” actions on the grounds that 
the “official” actions are much easier to document and track through time (though 
we believe that the latter are of srgnificant importance and that importance 
will only increase over time). 

Beyond that, the GAO report asserts that we inappropriately counted 
“withdrawals” as savings, and we sometimes counted multiple submissions 
of the same projects. Those concerns are understandable, but not, we think, 
serious for several reasons. First, it is unquestionabiy difficult to 
determine which withdrawals ~~11 not be resubmitted and of those, which should 
be credited to HSA action. We chose to count them all, but most frequently 
counted them as “unofficial” savings rather than “official” denials. 

Second, we have to take a count at a given point in time. In the future, 
any proposed project may be resubmitted (including official SHPDA disapprovals). 
It is not only debatable as to how much time should elapse before a resubmittal 
should be counted (one year? two? three?j, but we would argue that at least 
as a function of due process, and as a measure of agency action, eve= -- 
review should be counted, resubmittal or not. Please consider the analogy of 
the court system. Are cases counted only once, regardless of the number of 
retrials, appeals, etr? Using the GAO’s counting methods, one could conclude 
that the court system is not doing much, for only the final actions by the 
Supreme Court would be considered legitimate indicators of output. 

Third, and most importantly, if we were wrong in every case, the total 
number of such “mistakes” would not significantly affect the total figures, 
and would be more than counterbalanced by savings not even considered by the 
6.40 (discussed in Section Five, below). 

One final point is important to note in any discussion of the validity 
of- the AHPA numbers. The GAO report fails to note that we did not (though - -_-.-” 
most advocates, and even many careful social scientistsxxdx;trapolate our 
findings to cover the whole country. We clearly stated, and showed why, 
our data reflected CON/1122-Tofficial review” experience for only 75% of the 
country. (The “unofficial” figures were even less comprehensive, as they were 
supplied by less than 50% of our respondents. In this case, our statement on 
“unofficial” savings is based on only 50% of the responding HSAs. We did not 
double or in any other way increase the figure.) We did not say, “The planning 
agencies of the country saved......,” though subsequent citations of our 
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f I g II I’ f’ 3 .1sud 1 ly dpl)l IPII t htw to thr whole country. If we erred, we wanted to 
(‘r-r on the low sl:.l~b. As “IldtIOrli~l~’ rlgures, the $3.4 billion and 8:l ratio are 
surely 13h’ estlmdtc*s of agency Impact. In section IV, below, we extrapolate 
the> data for thr t ~rst time in order to compare our data with HEW’s new data 
isubm~l ted Ed HEW by the StlF’DAs only). 

1 I I LOS ANGELES. 

Los Angeles is a special case. At the time those figures came to our 
silt pr1t 1011, we did not know how reliable they were and tried but were unable 

to verify theLr reliability. As the figures were so large, and did represent 
data on nearly 4% of the total U.S. population, we believed and maintain that they 
belonged in our report -- but in a very separate, separable category as our main 
table of data (copy here attached) reflects. The GAO report’s comments on the 
data led us to ask the California SHPDA staff if they could tel.1 us: (1) whether 
in fact Certificate of Exemption (COE) denials were good proxies for CON denials, 
and (21 what might account for the large discrepancies between the consultant’s 
1Igures and subsequent SHPDA publications. 

In rsscn(‘~, the SHPDA’s response (copy attached) is: 

(1) “It appears that few COEs ior replacement dnd remodeling 
wet-c resubmItted under the CON program.. .COE denials 
should be considered sdvlngs. because a project that 
iioes not. proceed after denial of d COE LS, in f-act, saving 
money and a dlrrct result of the planning agencies’ actions. 
Decisions to grant or dcxny a COE do involve some judgment on 
the need for the project.” 

(2) “The major reasons for the. . discrepancies between. . . 
consultant’s report...and state statistics....were transcription 
and reporting inaccuracies in the consultant’s report.. . .‘I 

(i~ven what we know now, the SHPDA’s new, aggregate figures are much more 
dcc.ur-ate :han dny we had. and would have been used had we had them. The SHPDA 
figures for Callfornla, however they are Interpreted, are impressive. Our response 
rate from the Cal ifornld HSAs (50%) was much lower than t~he response rate 
from the rest of the country. Hence, California’s experience is quite under- 
reported. If the consultant’s figures (which at the time we had no cause 
to doubt) are twice too tligh, th? results dre still consistent with the 
thrust of our analysis. Certainiy counting zero savings in Los Angeles, 
as the GAO report apparently recommends, would create an even greater error. 

IV. ADDITIONAL DATA SLTPPOKTING THE AHPA CONCLUSION 

111 addition to rarlier studies” of capital expenditure review which found 
disapproval drtivity not unlike AHPA’s fIndings, we have examined more recent 
ti;jta which would bear Iiirec-t!y on the reasunablness of our first survey findrngs. 

-?r.,*. , Lewin and Associates, Inc., l-;_.. ____ -___-___ i _-:~ _-..- IE.\aluatlon of Efflciencland EffectLveness 
of. Section 1122 Review Process, (1975) and HIcknell and Walsh, “Certificate of 
Need: The Massachusetts Experience,” New En&and Journal of !ledlclne, (May, 19753 _-. _ - ..---.. -- .-...- .--------- 
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Data from tnc se~oud survey we undertook -- covering the period of 
July through llecember, 1978 -- are now on computer, and we are beginning 
J series of analyses of that and earlier data. Though we are now able to 
provide much cleaner breaks of the data (e.g.. separating withdraw’ais 
from Jisapprovals,l, the data for this subsequent six-month period are not 
out of line with the first survey report. 

In addition ta the AHPA data, ILEW has just. compiled its first report 
on SHPDA (“official’“) actions on capital expenditure proposals during the __ ..I _- 
first half of 1979. The HEW report includes all states except New York 
and is somewhat broader in scope and more recent than the AHPA report. 
Please review the HEW report and compare it with ours. Note that using our 
“off icial” columns, excluding Los Angeles, the figures are strikingly 
similar in terms of magnitude and disposition. Extrapolating our official 
figures to the entire United States (which we did not do in the report) would 
suggest that for the 1976-78 period the agencies annually reviewed $5.63 
hiilion and approved $4.96 billion. HEX’s data suggest that the comparable 
figures for 1979 will be approximately $5.0 billion reviewed and $4.7+ billion 
approved. Even with inflation, those figures suggest the expected trend: 
some decrease ~‘n requests and an increased rate of approval. (Official 
figures for 1979 highlight the importance of our monitoring the HSAs’ 
“unofficial” actions if we are to understand the full impact of the planning 
program.) 

V. OTHER MAJOR SHORTCOMINGS IN THE GAO REPORT. -._ _-- -~ ~---. .----~ 

In devoting all their resources to trying to document claims of “savings” 
(i.e., discouraged and disapproved capital investments proposals), your staff 
neglected most of the important dimensions of our study. Completely overlooked 
were the importance of the aggregate size of the review action being handled by 
these agencies (our major finding i/l, and on a per capita basis, finding 416); 
the nature and size of the approvals’; the differentiations between renovations 
and new construction; actions on requests for new beds; differences between 
hospitals and long term care facilities; the context in which the review activity 
takes place, especially plan development and the provision of technical assistance; 
and the difficulties of relying on disapprovals, or disapproval rates, especially 
related to numbers of projects without reference to proposed levels of investment, . ~-- .__. 
as measures of anything. 

Even within the narrow focus on “savings”, the GAO report is negligent. It 
does not make the point that, over time, many “approvals” can result in “savings,” 
nor the point that the level of approvals relative to the size of the population 
can reflect “savings” (or the lack thereof); nor the point that a Planning agency 
decision to have a moratorium on new beds (resulting in no applications for 
new beds j can result in “savings .” 

One example should reveal the consequences of the GAO’s narrow focus. Let 
us say that two HSAs, serving roughly the same size populations for the same 
period, sent us these data: 

a 
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Amount of proposed capital 
investment reviewed: 

HSA i/l HSA f2 

$20,000,000 $150,000,000 

Amount approved: $19,000,000 $125,000,000 

Amount denied: $ 1,000,000 $ 25,000,OOO 

We do have cases akin to this example. Your audit’s focus is entirely 
on the “amount denied .” Thus, HSAs like //I got little attention, and only the 
disapproved projects in 22 were examined. But if the GAO is interested in looking 
at the HSAs’ effect on the level of new investment in health care, your audit 
mostly addresses the wrong question. The more important question is, how much was 
approved, and for what purposes? (We did express this concern to your staff, 
many times, but clearly to no avail.) -- 

Not only was the GAO statistical sample very heavily weighted with 
agencies reporting large numbers (dollar volume) of disapprovals (and thus, 
“errors” in counting disapprovals are more likely to appear), but the GAO 
sample, as analyzed, provides no sense of the denominator against which 
“disapprovals” can be judged. Nor does it, even by its own standards, give 
credit where credit is due. We would estimate that the 534 project proposals 
(“savings” proposals) which GAO examined in its sample would have amounted 
to less than one-tenth of the project proposals reviewed by the sampled 
planning agencies. Of the 534 project proposals “for which savings were 
claimed,” the GAO found 195 to be questionable. Even if that were correct, 
they found about two-thirds to be unquestionable. 

Finally, there are several additional shortcomings in the GAO methodology. 
Instead of detailing each of these shortcomings, we will cite the major items. 
In developing their sample, the GAO did not attempt to make their sample 

HSAs nor representative of HSAs -.- representative of all projects reviewed by 
in the nation. Furthermore, the GAO assumed that “disputed savings” would be ~~-----.-- 
correlated with “claimed savings ,‘I but they never tested this basic assumption. 

In addition, we examined some of the data GAO analyzed and believe that the 
distribution of the data is such that there is a danger of obtaining biased 
results. GAO could remedy this error by subsampling projects within the sampled 
HSAs, changing the groups or strata they sampled, or testing for the extent 
of the “design effect.” 

We would be pleased to discuss these methodological problems with 
your staff at their convenience. 

VI. WHAT TO DO WTTH THE GAO REPORT. -_-___--- .________._...._____ -.. 

For all the foregoing criticisms, our major concern over the GAO audit 
relates to the context in which it is presented to the public, including 
especially the Congress. In our view, your report, presented with our comments 
attached, provides a fair and interesting discussion of one aspect of the 
health planning program to those who already know quite a bit about the sub&<t -- -.- - ____ ---- 
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For those who know little about the subject, (unfortunately, a large majority 
of the public) this report risks a serious distortion of their perception of 
the planning program. you and we know that this audit reports (in our view, 
too negatively) on a very small piece of a very large, complicated, and 
important question: what is the nature and effect of the health planning 
program? 

Because you are already in the field, doing a more comprehensive evaluation 
of this program, you will soon have a broader context in which to present this 
audit. We recommend that you hold release of this report until that time. 
We hope you will give us an opportunity to work with your staff on the 
broader evaluative questions. We are particularly concerned that the kinds 
of conceptual and methodological problems we encountered in your staff’s audit 
of our survey not be extended to the whole field. 

HPC/nc 

GAO note: Page references in this enclosure may not cor- 
respond to page numbers in the final letter 
report. 
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AMERICAN HEALTH PLANNING ASSOCIATION 

This letter was sent to all 
planning agency Executives On 
August 25, 1978. 

This is the first step in 4 major effort by k&PA to collect, analyze and make 
public some reli.able national data regarding the perfonvnce of the Health 
Planning Agencies I Our need for your help in this effort 1s Lmnediste. In 
the paragraphs to follow I will descrlts the data we need, why we need it, 
when we need it, and how we can inprove our comnication on this subject. 

The attached reporting form will speak for itself in terms of the data we 
need. We focus on act ion and outcome, not much on process. Some of the data, 
particularly relating to Impact on costs, are more urgently needed, but the 
rcaulnder will soon be much in denund au well. We have tried to limlt.our 
request to datn that you prokubly luve on hand -- or could have on hand the 
next tfr?e we need it. If the data are not available in the desired form, give 
us what yolr have. 

In 4n effort to save time and paper we have developed only one form -- to be 
used by HSA’s, SHPDA’s, and 1536 pgcncies. We presume that where one or 

another data item Ls not appropriate, you can simply signify by %A”. However, 
the use of one colimon form RJ~ prove to be inadequate. Aa you will note at 
the end of the reporting fom, we encourage you to critfque the form and to 
suggest any other ways UC should try to get pertinent data on these and other 
major questions concerning your agency’s performance. 

It is important to emphasize two other points regardFng the data needed. First, 
we are interested Ln the whole picture of health planning -- the problems and 
imprdfments as well aa the successes and accomplishments. Second, the data 
reported must be as ‘hard” 4s possible, and we must be able, in our analysis, 
to di.sttnguish between solid facts and estimates or Fmpressfons that are not 
part of the vrFttcn record and/or derived from expert testtiny. When you use 
‘bofter” data, please fnclude only that of which you are reasonably confident, 
and clearly characterize it, e.g., by shwtng 4 range or the word “approx”. 

Ah Annull Mcning - Sheraton-Bonon Hotel - Bor~on. MA -May 31-June 3. 1979 
1601 ~nncc11cnc ~~rnuc, N.W.. Sulk 700. WashIngcon, D.C. 20009 . (202) 232-6390 
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Why do we need the data? Aa far aa the health pkrnnlng program goer, the 
leglsl~tive-rdmlnlrtrstive arena in btarhlngton 1s divided Into two camps: 
the believers and the dir-bclfcvers. Each canrp la veil amred vith anecdotes 

and .n ideology 011 mythology that aupportm it8 position. When policy related 
to health planning 1s under discuealon, vhcthcr it rclateo to HSAa’ and SIfPDAs‘ 
need for approprtit lOno, their potential role in national health inrurance, 
their actual contributior. to coat contelnrcent, or to reamroe develapaxmt, 
or to anything elre, rcprcscntativer of the two camps vill argue pasalonetely 
for and sgalnat the pluming program. The outcome is mostly n function of 
the current distribution of political povcr. Statistical Qta are not used 

AII cvldcncc by anysne. Such dsts do not exist. 

The Planning Act requires the Secretary of HE’J to evaluate the health plannir.& 
agcncleti 6)sLeL?3tlC‘¶1ly, rind to continually cx>nltor all their activities. As 
you tcncv, RHPPJ developed B rcportlng form to bc ~3rd to obtain the necessar) 
informr ioc.. 

@@the grocnd, 
Thst rcportlng forrr 1s very long alid corplex, but it does cover 

Unfort~maI.ely, the form has not been cleared for use, and there 
la no imzeJlatc prospect that it wlli be. 

IFS she expcctat7or, tbt HEX ulilzatcly vi11 havr its reporting eystcn fr. 
operet ion, I have er.dcavored to nekc this AHPA effort entirely consi8:er.t 
with the nest cLrrcnt draft of the proposed HEW reporting system. Zhereforc, 
thr cmtcrl.61 you put together for this effort, and any changes in your 
internal informatlc?. system you cteate a3 a conacquence, should be equally 
useful for future lr.quirlcs from the Federal govtrnornt. (Let *Tc mention a 
point of history and possible future rcferrnce in this regard. Uhen I waa 
vf th 9!li’F” IY, I ultirntcly assigned the reporting aystcn dcvclopment and over- 
rri~br responsibility tc Ms. Helen Thorr,berry. Recently Helen left KEW and 
har begun to vork for a privrtc research group in Waahlngton, The Codrxn 
Rercnrclu Croup. Inc. I have contracted for tbc research and evaluation 
aerviccs of the Cadzuun Croup rn ger.eral, rind Helen in particular, to help 
m put together the attached form, I intend to continue urlng their rervices 
until we t.ave 5 fort and tllc neccasary systems for analysis which vi11 satisfy 
u4 all. If you vant to discuss partlcuLar problem3 in the form, and writing 
to mc will not suffice, pleaac call Ma. Thornberry by phone at (202) 331-0160.) 

I nerd your response to this request no later tlxn September 15, 1978. The 
i:.forcuLion pertalnlng to “cost savinga” is m3ac urgently needed fn order to 
lr!+-ro.‘c our ctwnces for scccring edcqGate sppropriations in fiscal years 1979 
and 1980. I must add that our prospects for adequate approprlatlons are not 
very bright at this uxmcnt, ar.d I sbiall vrltc you mOre on this netter in the 
ne.9r fu:ure. 

I SISO urge you to fill 3ut as rt~~ny of the other informtion ‘Item 8s you can, 

acd in your narrative criticism tell us v!ly you arc not able co fill out the 
otherr. 

Durir,g the perfod of Scpteticr 18 - 29, 1978 UC will do ~XIXJ fntenalve analysis 
of the resulta, and Kakr the folloving actions: 

I. Present the mst relevant data and analyses to HLW end to the 

Congress, particularly those that would be useful in the 
approprlatlona process; 
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2. Rcvire the reporting form to rcflcct the rcrult# of thlr teet 

3. Report the rc6ult6 back to you during October, prercntfng the 
rcvlucd farm in the proccrr; 

4. Urge you to develop any changer in your internal date ryrtcm 
needed to enabla you to coqlcte the rcvired form; 

s. Ask you to conplctc the revised form ncxc February in order 
to heve current data for the subrtantative deliberationr of 
the next Congress. Thereafter, I vould envision a routine 
ecmi-annuel collection end analyrls of this date, but I again 
invite your comment on the timing a8 vcll e6 on any other 
cheractcristics of the rystcm. 

In conclusion, I rfrrrply reiterete the n&d for these data. In my view, the 
intelligence vhlch vc could develop through thim vehicle io cerentlal (though 
not rufficient) to eneure a future health planning program that groW and 
chenger in vaye designed only to lrqprove its contributione to the health and 
heelth cere ryatecns of the tax-payer8 of thfr country. (I might add that a very 
high response rete vi11 give us more than good data. It vi11 reflect 4n 
important attitude on the part of the health planning cocnrmnity: we like to 
knov the factr.) Thank you for your help., 

Slncere,Ly, 

Herry P. cdln II, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
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STATE OF CALIFORNtA-HEALTH AND WELFARE ACING, EDMUND G BROWN JR, G.r.mor 

OFFlfE'OF STATEWIDE HEALTH PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 
714 P STIIEET 

UCR*MENTO. CALIFORNIA 9581. 

October 13, 1979 

Elayne S. Kornblatt 
Division of Evaluation 
American Health Planning Association 
1601 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 700 
Washington, DC 20009 

Dear Ms. Kornblatt: 

I received your letter with the draft copy of the GAO's letter report. 
I have reviewed their report and my corrrnents are included below referenced 
to the relevant page in the report. Please note that my clrrments are 
based only on the draft report since I have not seen the A;rociation's 
1978 survey or supporting data. 

You asked specifically for answers to two questions. The first dealt 
with the extent to which denied COEs were resubmitted as CONS. It appears 
that few COEs for replacement and remodeling were resubmitted under the 
CON program. The second question referred to discrepancies between a 
consultant's report on Los Angeles COE denials and state statistics. The 
major reasons for the discrepancy were transcription and reporting inac- 
curacies in the consultant's report (see attachment). In addition, the 
data reported by the Office was for the first year, while the consultant's 
data extended into the second year. 

Some of my general comments related to the report are: 

a. It would seem appropriate for the GAO to comment on "Understated Savings" 
as well as "Overstated Savings". This category would include savings 
in those states not included in the Association's report. 

b. On page 8, second paragraph, the report refers to "(2) factors other 
than health planning, such as inability to obtain financing..." that 
should not be recorded as savings attributable to planning agencies 
efforts. The GAO should be aware that project financing arrangements 
often are affected by the planning agency's actions, not always directly 
measurable. 

c. On page 9, second paragraph, the report asserts that Certificate of 
Exemption denials should not be credited as savings. As I mentioned 
above, the consultant's calculations were incorrect, however savings 
from COE denials should be considered savings. This is because a pro- 

- ject that does not proceed after denial of a COE is, in fact, saving 
money and a direct result of the planning agencies actions. Decisions 
to grant or deny a COE do involve some judgment on the need for the 
project. 
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d. The report, on pages 12-13, briefly discusses the operating cost 
savings associated with capital projects denied. While some of 
their concerns have merit, based on the literature it is clear that 
operating costs represent much larger savings than even the sizeable 
capital expenditures. Their acknowledgment of this would give their 
report more credibility and assign appropriate credit to the planning 
agencies. 

Lastly, the report briefly recognizes that project review savings from 
denied projects are not an "accurate measure of planning agency per- 
formance...." This important fact is related to such issues as projects 
that were discouraged before reaching the CON application stage (thus no 
hard data exists) as well as savings associated with more rational dis- 
tribution of health care services and improved access. The report should, 
I believe, expand on these so that health planning efforts are not too 
narrowly judged on a paucity of data. 

I am enclosing a copy of our most recent surmnary of CON and COE actions. 
If I can be of any further help, please contact me at (916) 322-5834. 

Sincerely, 
< 

-P c: "-, dTlv- T------ 

Dan A. Ermann 
Special Assistant to the Director 

Attachments 

cc: Dr. Henry Zaretsky 
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